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Given an abstract group G it is important to be able to find explicit generators for a concrete 
group isomorphic to G, in order to perform calculations with the group. In this paper we 
describe a method of using the "Meat-axe" toconstruct explicit matrix generators for a given 
group. 
Introduction 
Over the last few years there has been a great deal of activity in the field of computational 
group theory. Algorithms have been developed to perform many different asks, and a 
number of packages have been developed, of which perhaps the best known is CAYLEY 
(see Cannon, 1984) which encompasses a wide range of algorithms drawn from many 
places. Of much more limited scope is the MEAT-AXE (see Parker, 1984) which works 
largely with matrix representations of groups. 
The MEAT-AXE can be used for several purposes, and in this paper we will describe 
one of these uses; namely, the construction of particular matrix representations of finite 
groups over finite fields. The methods we describe are mostly applicable to irreducible 
representations of quasi-simple groups, though they can be used in other cases as well. 
They often involve a fairly detailed knowledge of the structure of the groups concerned. 
These techniques have been developed in Cambridge over a number of years. As far as 
we are aware, the first use of them was in the construction by Norton and Parker (see 
Norton, 1980) of the 112-dimensional representation f the sporadic simple group a'~ over 
the field of order 2. This was an essential step in the proof of the existence of J4. These 
matrices have been used for example in determining the maximal subgroups of J4 (see 
Kleidman & Wilson, 1988). 
Other examples involving sporadic groups are the 111-dimensional representation f the 
Lyons group Ly over the field of order 5, the 45-dimensional representation f the triple 
cover 3"O'N of the O'Nan group over the field of order 7 [both constructed by 
Parker--see Meyer, Neutsch & Parker (1985), and Ryba (1988)], and the 248-dimensional 
representation f the Thompson group Th [reconstructed over the field of order 3 by 
Linton (1989)]. 
We assume the reader is familiar with Parker (1984), which contains all the necessary 
details about the Meat-axe. 
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The Method 
The idea is to build the representation f :G~GL(V)  of the group G from the 
representations of "easier" subgroups H and K. If H and K intersect in a subgroup L, we 
have the following diagram: 
G 
The method can be broken down into the following steps, which will be explained in 
more detail later: 
(1) Choose H and K--usually a compromise between various conflicting requirements. 
(2) Determine the restrictions of the representation to H and K. 
(3) Construct he representations f l  :H ~ GL(V) and f2 : K ~ GL(V). 
(4) Find generators for fl(L) inside fl(H) and fz(L) inside f2(K). 
(5) Change the representation fl to an equivalent representationf~ so thatf~(L)=fa(L). 
(6) Change f~ to an equivalent representation f~' while keeping f~'(L)=f2(L), until 
(f~'(H),f2(K)) "~ G. 
In the remainder of the paper we will examine these steps in detail. We will illustrate 
them with the example of the Lyons group in its 1 ll-dimensional representation ver the 
field F5 of order 5. First, we summarise our notation and the main properties of this group 
that we will need. 
Notation 
G is the group we are trying to construct. H, K and L = H~K are the subgroups we are 
using for this construction. V=F ~ is the vector space on which all these groups are 
represented. The ground field of this vector space is the field F = F~ of order q and 
characteristic p, and the dimension of V is n. Notation for group structures follows the 
ATLAS of Finite Groups (Conway et al., 1985), but we have tried to explain the more 
arcane features as they arise. 
The Lyons Group 
The Lyons group Ly is a sporadic simple group of order 
51,765,179,004,000,000 = 28. 37 . 56 . 7.11.31.37.67. 
Its existence was first suspected by Lyons (1972), who determined many properties of the 
group. The existence of Ly was later proved by Sims, who used a computer to construct 
the group as a permutation group on 8,835,156 points (see Sims, 1973). 
This representation is, however, too big for most practical calculations to be carried out, 
so it makes sense to look for small matrix representations. [For background in 
representation theory, see, for example, Curtis & Reiner (1962)]. 
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A consideration of the subgroup 53SL3(5) shows that, except in characteristic 5, the 
smallest possible degree is at least 620. Restriction to the subgroup 35:(2 x M11) shows 
that the smallest conceivable degree in characteristic 5 is 111, and with some work with 
other subgroups a plausible Brauer character of degree 111 can be written down. Some 
values of this character are given below--the complete table is given in Table 2 of Meyer 
& Neutsch (1984). 
Conjugacy class: 1A 2A 3A 3B .. .  l lAB 
Character value: 111 - 1 - 24 3 . . .  1 
Our job now is to construct this representation (as a first step towards proving that it 
exists!), i.e. make two or more 111 x 111 matrices over F~ that generate the Lyons group. 
Step 1: Choosing H and K 
The choice of H and K represents a compromise between a number of conflicting 
requirements. These are as follows: 
(1) (H, K)  = G, i.e. H and K generate G; 
(2) the restrictions o f f  to H and K can themselves be constructed. In ger~eral, it is a 
good idea to choose H and K such that the restrictions o f f  are completely reducible 
(i.e. direct sums of irreducible representations), as this will usually make them easier 
to construct. For example, if the characteristic of the ground field does not divide the 
order of H, then f in is completely reducible. 
(3) Hc~K should be as "large" as possible, so that the number of cases to be checked is 
not too large (see below). 
In some cases it may not be possible to work entirely with completely reducible 
representations. For example, in the construction of the 112-dimensional representation f 
J4 over the field of order 2, H was taken to be the subgroup U3(11). In this case the 
restriction of the 112-dimensional representation whose construction was being attempted 
is a uniserial module with structure 
1 
110 
1 
(see Norton, 1980). 
In the Lyons group, suitable subgroups are 
H = 2"A11, 
K = $3 x Mll ,  
L= Hc~K = 2 xMl l .  
Here Mll  denotes the smallest of the five Mathieu simple groups, of order 7920; A. and S. 
denote the alternating and symmetric groups of degree n; 2 denotes the cyclic group of 
order 2; and 2'Al l  denotes the Schur double cover of A11. We will see that although the 
orders of H, K and HnK are divisible by 5, the restrictions of fa re  nevertheless completely 
reducible. 
Step 2: Restricting the Representation to H, K and Hf~K 
In the process of choosing H and K we should look at the way the representation f 
restricts to these subgroups. First, we restrict he Brauer character o f f  to H and K, to 
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determine the irreducible constituents of f lu andflK. If the order of H (respectively K) is 
coprime to the characteristic of the ground field, then the representations of H 
(respectively K) are determined by their characters. 
In the case G = Ly, however, the subgroups we have chosen do not have order coprime 
to the characteristic of the field, which is 5. With the labelling of characters as in Tables 
1-3 we obtain the following restrictions: 
for S3xMll:  r174162174162174 
for 2 x Ml1: ~l@(Xz+Zs)+ ~2@(Z5 +Zs). 
Note that the involutions fix exactly a 55-space in V, so that the restriction to 2"All 
consists of a 56-dimensional faithful representation, and a 55-dimensional representation 
with kernel of order 2. These must both be irreducible, for otherwise there would be an 
invariant subspace under the action of <H, K>. 
Now it turns out that the given representations for H, K and HnK are all completely 
reducible (this is because in each case all the irreducible constituents are in different 
blocks), so they are relatively easy to construct. 
Table 1, The 5-modular character table of M1 
1A 2A 3A 4A 6A 8A B** 11A B** 
Z, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Z2 10 2 1 2 -1  0 0 --1 --1 
X3 10 --2 1 0 1 i2 - i2  --1 -1  
Z4 10 --2 1 0 1 - i2  i2 --1 --1 
Z5 11 3 2 -1  0 --1 -1  0 0 
X~ 16 0 --2 0 0 0 0 b l l  ** 
Z7 16 0 -2  0 0 0 0 ** bl l  
Zs 45 --3 0 1 0 --1 -1  1 1 
Z9 55 --1 1 -1  - 1 1 1 0 0 
Here, following the ATLAS (Conway et al., t985), we write i2 for x / r~ and b 11 for 89 1 +-x/ZH), and ** for 
the complex conjugate (in this case  89  
Table 2. The character table of S 3 
1A 2A 3A 
Ca 1 l 1 
r 1 --1 1 
r 2 0 -1  
Table 3. The character of C2 
IA 2A 
~1 1 1 
~2 1 -1  
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Step 3: Constructing the Representations of H and K 
We have now determined what representations of H and K we have to use. We must 
now actually construct hese representations. Here, a great variety of methods i available, 
depending on the form of the representations of H and K that we wish to construct. For 
example, if the representations are particularly simple, such as permutation or monomial 
representations, they can often be constructed directly, even by hand. In general, however, 
we will have generators for H and K in some form unrelated to the representation we 
want. We can use a number of different techniques for getting new representations from 
old ones. 
(1) Chop a representation i to irreducible constituents [using the Meat-axe--see 
Parker (1984)]; 
(2) tensor two representations; 
(3) take symmetric or exterior powers of a representation; 
(4) convert a permutation representation into a matrix representation ver any field; 
(5) convert a matrix representation into a permutation representation, by finding the 
action of the group on an orbit of vectors; 
(6) induce a representation from a subgroup. 
Note that (4) and (5) together enable one to change the characteristic of the base field. 
To see how this might work in practice we describe one method of obtaining the 
representations of 2 A. 11. There are, of course, other ways of doing this. Suppose we are 
given generators for 2 A 1 ~ as 32 x 32 integral matrices (which is perhaps the most sensible 
way to store generators for this group). First, we reduce these matrices modulo 5 to get a 
32-dimensional representation ver F~. Using the Meat-axe we can chop this to get two 
irreducible 16-dimensional representations. Then we can write down the same abstract 
generators in the 11-dimensional permutation representation ver Fs, and chop this to get 
the 10-dimensional irreducible representation. Now the tensor product of the 10- and 
16-dimensional representations breaks up into three 16-dimensional and two 
56-dimensional constituents. Either of these 56-dimensional representations will do. 
The 55-dimensional representation can be obtained by inducing up the 55-dimensional 
irreducible representation f At0, and chopping out a 55-dimensional constituent with the 
Meat-axe. This representation of A~0 can, in turn, be obtained from the natural 
permutation representation by the following steps: 
(1) chop down to the 8-dimensional irreducible Pl; 
(2) chop a 35-dimensional irreducible P2 from the symmetric square of p~; 
(3) chop a 75-dimensional irreducible P3 from p~ |
(4) chop a 55-dimensional irreducible P4 from PI| 
To get the representations of $3 x MI~, first restrict he representation f 2"A~1 to the 
subgroup M~, chop this into irreducibles, and then tensor with the appropriate 
representations of $3. Alternatively, we can avoid this step altogether by adopting the 
simplifications described in the final section below. 
Step 4: Finding fl(L) in fl(H) and f2(L) in f2(10 
The next problem is to find appropriate subgroups L of H and K. We need to choose 
generators 11. . . .  , l, for L and find expressions for the l~ as words in our generators for H, 
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and also as words in our generators for K. The best way to do this is to choose generators 
for H which include ll . . . . .  It, and similarly for K. 
If L has an outer automorphism which preserves the given representation f~ or f2, and 
which is not realised by any automorphism of H or K which preserves the representation, 
then not all isomorphisms offl(L) withf2(L) are consistent with the embedding in G. Some 
care may be required, or else (if, as usually happens, sufficient care is not available!) a
larger number of cases may have to be considered. 
If we do not have the "same" generators for L inside H and K to start with, then we 
must obtain them before we can proceed further. 
There are various techniques for doing this, many of which are described in Kleidman & 
Wilson (1988). If you can avoid it, do not work in the big representation f H that you 
have just constructed! Do all the rough work that is required in the smallest convenient 
representation f H that you can find. Once you have found words in the generators ofH 
which give the required generators ofthe subgroup L, then calculate these words in the big 
representation. 
In the present case the only problem is to find generators for 2 x M1 ~ inside 2"A1~. It is 
easy to find the central involution (for example, by taking the 1 lth power of an element of 
order 22) so the problem reduces to that of finding MI~ inside AI~. To do this we can 
work, for example, in the permutation representation f degree 11, or the 10-dimensional 
irreducible representation. 
Now there are two conjugacy classes of subgroups M~ ~ in A 11, and it is important to get 
the right one. They can be distinguished by the fact that our chosen 56-dimensional 
representation f 2"A 1 t restricts to M t 1 as Z s + Z s in one case and Z t + Z9 in the other. The 
two classes are interchanged by odd permutations in $11. 
We can work in the degree 11 permutation representation either by hand or using 
CAYLEY, to find words in the generators of All which generate a subgroup M~. For 
example, we can write down permutations generating Mtt from the ATLAS (Conway et 
al., 1985), and use the base-and-strong-generating-set algorithms in CAYLEY to express 
these permutations a words in the generators of At1. 
Then we calculate the same words in the same abstract generators of 2"A 11, but now in 
the 56-dimensional representation. Then, we use the Meat-axe to see if this breaks up into 
constituents ofdimensions 11 and 45, or 1 and 55. This determines which class of M~ we 
have. If we have the wrong class, we conjugate our permutations byan odd permutation i  
S~ and carry out the whole process again. 
Step 5: Finding an Isomorphism between fl(L) and f2(L) 
We now have two equivalent representations f l  and f2 of L, and we have to find the 
equivalence between them. That is, we have to find an invertible matrix which conjugates 
fl([i) to f2(lt) for all i. In practice it is often simpler to conjugate ach offl(/~) andf2(/~) to 
f3([~), where f3 is a "canonical form" for the representation f L. 
This is equivalent to finding a "canonical base" for the underlying space V on which L is 
represented. If we rewrite the matrices of eitherfl(L) orf2(L) with respect o such a basis 
(different bases in the two cases !) then we get the same set of representing matrices, which 
we call f3 (L). 
Assuming that the representation f L is completely reducible, we can arrange thatf3(L ) 
represents L in block diagonal form, the blocks corresponding to the irreducible 
constituents of the representation f L. If the representation is not completely reducible, 
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then the problem is a bit more complicated, but it can still be solved if enough care is 
taken ! 
First, we determine the irreducible summands of the representation f L, and write 
down a basis for each of them. Taking the union of these bases as the basis for IV, we have 
converted our representation f L into block diagonal form. Now we can work on each 
irreducible summand separately. (At this stage it does not matter if two or more of these 
summands are isomorphic.) 
We use the "standard base" algorithm described in Parker (1984). The idea is to have a 
fixed list of words in the generators of L (such as x+y+xy,  x+y+xy+x2y,  etc.) and to 
calculate these words in the matrices representing the generators until we find the first one 
which has nullity 1. The null vector of this matrix is then unique up to scalar 
multiplication, and we take it to be our first basis vector. We spin this up to a basis for the 
irreducible summand by applying the generators to the vectors in a specified order and 
writing down each vector we get that is linearly independent of the previous ones. 
If we list the basis vectors in order we obtain a matrix, conjugation by which converts 
our matrix group f~(L) into "standard form". In this way we replace our representations f t  
and f2 by f~ and f~ so that f~(L)=fl(L)--fa(L). At this point we have obtained matrix 
groups isomorphic to H and K which intersect in a group isomorpic to L: 
f;(n< 
f (L) = f (L) 
In the example G --- Ly, most of this is unnecessary (see the final section below). 
Step 6: Checking All the Cases 
Neglecting for the moment he problem of outer automorphisms of L which are not 
realised by automorphisms of H or K, any isomorphism offt(L) orf2(L) withf3(L) can be 
obtained from the given one by composing with a map centralisingf3(L). Sincefs(L) is in 
block diagonal form, it is a trivial matter to write down all such maps. 
To obtain all the cases, therefore, it is sufficient to conjugatef[(H), say, by all invertible 
matrices centralisingfa(L ). But it is pointless to conjugate by matrices centralisingf~(H)! 
Similarly, there is no need to conjugate by matrices centralising f~(K), for if x centralises 
f~(K), then (f;(H) ~, f~(K)) = (f~(H), f~(K)) x, but we are only interested in groups of this 
form up to conjugacy. 
Hence, we only need to run through a set D of double coset representatives for 
Couv)(f~(H)) and C~L(v)(f~(K)) in CaL~v)(f3(L)), and for each d~D check out 
(f;(I-I) ~, f~(K)) to see if it is isomorphic to G. If Cauv)(f3(L)) is Abelian then the number of 
double cosets is given by the formula 
[CaLjv)(f~(H) c~f~(K))] " lCouv)(f~(H))c~CGLiv)(f~(K))[ 
ICoL(v)(f~(H))l " Co~(v)(f~(K))] 
In the case of the Lyons group, CGL(v)(f3(L)) is Abelian, so it is easy to calculate that there 
is just one case to check! 
In general, of course, we will not be so lucky. For example, Gollan (1988) describes the 
construction of a 26-dimensional representation f the Tits group over the field of order 
25, which required the checking of 244 = 331,776 cases. 
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How Do We Know When We Have the Answer? 
Usually, it is a simple matter to check that all cases except one do not work, by showing 
that <f~(H)d,f~(K)> has elements of order larger than the largest order of an element in G. 
Do not try to find the order of a random dement in this group! In all but the smallest 
examples, it will be too large to calculate. [As a rule of thumb, the field order raised to the 
power of the dimension is only a slight overestimate for the order of a random element.] 
Just show that its order is larger than the largest dement order in G. 
If we know that G does have a representation of the given form, then we can conclude 
that the matrices in the one remaining case must generate a group isomorphic to G. 
If  this is not known in advance, then we may have a big problem on our hands to prove 
that the matrices we have constructed really do generate G. But that is beyond the scope of 
the present paper, and we refer to Norton (1980), Meyer, Neutsch & Parker (1985) and 
Ryba (1988) for three different solutions to such problems. 
Further Remarks 
In certain special cases the procedure can be simplified. For  example, if L is a normal 
subgroup of K, then it is not necessary to find the representation of K to begin with, 
Instead, we take two sets of generators for L, which are conjugate by the outer 
automorphism of L that we wish to adjoin. Then we look at all possible matrices which 
conjugate one set of generators to the other, and see which one of these extends H to G. 
This can be illustrated with the Lyons group by taking H = 2"A1~ as before, but now 
K = 3 x M l l  and L= MI~. Here we need only the trivial automorphism of L, so all we 
have to do is adjoin an element of order 3 commuting with L. Since the representation f3 of 
L has character Xs+Xs+Z2+Zs,  it follows that the centraliser of f3(L) in GL(V) is 
GL2(5) x GLI(5) x GLI(5), i.e. 4S s x 4 x 4, and it is easy to run through the 10 subgroups 
of order 3 in this to see which one works. 
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